Freshwater crabs occupying tropical north Queensland coastal creeks
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Balancing coastal urban development with species conservation and habitat protection can be challenging for managers especially where good quality ecological data is lacking. Primary freshwater crabs (Austrothelphusa species) of the family Gecarcinucidae (formerly Parathelphusidae) that occupy inland creek systems are also present in small coastal areas. In coastal regions, habitat loss in response to urbanisation and transformation of natural water channels to concrete drainage lines is a major threat to coastal crab populations. We provide data showing that one species, A. transversa, still exists in natural creek lines in Townsville, but not in engineered creek channels a little further downstream in some cases. Continued urbanisation means that populations will be under threat as the city continues to expand, transforming further natural creek lines to engineered concrete channels. Whether the absence of crabs in urban channels is due to increased predation from fish present in the permanent water (including noxious Oreochromis mossambicus), water chemistry differences, increased competition for food and shelter, or simply because this species cannot burrow in concrete channels to complete important lifecycle stages, warrants further investigation. Evidence is also provided that A. transversa coexists in natural waters with another freshwater crab species, the varunid, (Varuna litterata). The importance of management strategies for both species is discussed, particularly under continuing habitat squeeze with expanding coastal development.
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Introduction

Balancing conservation and biodiversity outcomes with ever increasing urban development is a major challenge facing managers across the world. Urbanisation of the coastal zone directly affects key marine wetland habitats such as mangroves and saltmarsh (Lee et al. 2006; Grimm et al. 2008; Waltham and Connolly 2011). The greatest threats to freshwater biodiversity are habitat destruction, poor water quality, introduced species, agricultural development, reservoir barriers, and climate change leading to reduction in flow conditions (Dudgeon et al. 2006). Such impacts on freshwater creeks and coastal wetlands can, in turn, negatively influence coastal marine fisheries production (Burrows et al. 2009; Pearson et al. 2013).

Coastal north Queensland habitats are not only subject to many of the normal impacts associated with the squeeze from coastal development and urbanisation already mentioned, but are also increasingly subjected to the effects of expanding mining operations, and alterations to river flow from both anthropogenic and natural causes. Thus, continued protection of tropical freshwater ecosystems will be challenging, and management responses are likely to be expensive (Swan and Wilson 2012). A major first step in urban ecological research is to understand the structure and dependencies of the local communities, as well as the life cycle requirements of at least key local species, prior to proposed development. Secondly, knowledge about ecological processes is necessary and this requires data commitment to ecological monitoring, to establish baseline conditions and after development to measure extent of change. A management scheme can only be truly effective if it is developed using a holistic approach that integrates good ecological understanding into the process of urban approval and planning (Niemela 1999).

Freshwater crabs are found in the tropics and subtropics in most parts of the world (Burggren and McMahon 1988), and are a key component in many tropical freshwater systems. There are more than 7,000 known species of brachyuran crabs (Ng et al. 1988), of which approximately 1,300 are primary freshwater crabs (Cumbrerlidge et al. 2009). Primary freshwater crabs have adopted freshwater, semi-terrestrial or terrestrial modes of life, and complete their lifecycle independent of the sea (Yeo et al. 2008). Most species remain hidden during the day, presumably a response to predation, and forage at night feeding on plant material, but some are opportunistic carnivores or scavengers (Ng 1988; Davie 2012). Many species are highly adapted to deal with the ephemeral nature of creeks, digging holes into channel sides to reach the water.
This disparity suggests at least 6 species are yet to be discovered world-wide (Yeo et al. 2008). This conclusion is based on data which calculated expected numbers of species within a unit area and compared to known species numbers within the same region (see Yeo and Ng 1999). This disparity suggests at least 120, and as many as 850 more species are yet to be discovered worldwide (Yeo et al. 2008). Cumberlidge et al. (2009) have done a basic conservation assessment of the known species of freshwater crab for the IUCN Red List. They noted that two-thirds of all species may be at risk of going extinct, with one in six species particularly vulnerable, and of those, 227 species should be considered as near threatened, vulnerable, endangered or critically endangered. For about half (628 species), there is still insufficient data to adequately assess their future. In the local context, seven species have been recorded from northern Australia (Davie 2002), though a further 15 to 20 new species remain to be described, most with distributions limited to small coastal catchments (Davie in prep.).

For the few already named Australian species little is known of their ecology, biology and habitat requirements (Davie 2012), although the Inland Freshwater crab, Austrothelphusa transversa (Fig. 1a; von Martens, 1868), is the most widespread and best known species, and it has been the subject of a number of physiological and other studies (e.g., Greenaway and MacMillen 1978; Greenaway 1980; Greenaway et al. 1983a, b). Austrothelphusa transversa is found west of the Great Dividing range across most of inland northern Australia from Fitzroy River, near Derby, to west of Chillagoe, north Queensland, and south to the Lake Eyre catchment and down the Murray-Darling system to about Nyngan, mid-western New South Wales. With the exception of a strip east of the Great Dividing Range between Townsville and Gladstone, Queensland, it is typically not found in coastal flowing drainages. This Queensland coastal population is clearly isolated from the inland catchments, and preliminary studies by Davie and Gopurenko (unpublished) suggest that there is some genetic differentiation from the inland populations, and that there may be grounds for recognising a new species for these Queensland east coast crabs.

Reproductively, freshwater crabs are generally K-strategists, with low fecundity, and direct development of eggs carried under the female abdomen right through to the juvenile crab stage that hatch from these eggs. Thus there is little ability for widespread dispersal, and there is likely to be little or no gene flow between separate rivers; particularly across major catchment boundaries, a process common for freshwater crab species elsewhere (Liu and Li 2000).

Urbanisation of coastal areas often leads to the replacement of natural creeks with concrete drains, road crossings, car parks and residential estates, while sometimes waterways simply become filled with sediment (Waltham et al. 2011). In these cases, it is predicted that the survival of local populations of freshwater crabs may be compromised, but unfortunately such crabs tend to be poorly represented in most limnological impact studies (e.g., Environmental Impact Assessments) because they are not easily caught using conventional freshwater sampling techniques such as electrofishing or fishing nets, though invertebrate dip nets can be useful.

The study reported here was designed to investigate whether the presence and abundance of coastal north Queensland populations of Austrothelphusa transversa differed between natural and urban creeks further downstream. It is intended that this study will provide important data to assist resource managers when assessing future urban development proposals.

**Methods**

**Survey area**

Townsville is an expanding urban city in northern Queensland (Fig. 2). The 2011 population of approximately 187,000 is expected to increase to 250,000 by 2031 (Gunn and Manning 2010). To accommodate the increasing human population, large areas of existing natural and agricultural farming land have been designated for future urban real estate. Urban development contributes to changes in the hydrograph by increasing peak flow intensity compared to forested catchments where rainfall is soaked up by the vegetation (Goonetilleke et al. 2005). In an attempt to mitigate residential properties and assets (e.g. roadways,
bridges) against local flooding, parts of Townsville City are supported by a network of concrete open stormwater drains engineered to rapidly move stormwater runoff away from housing estates and infrastructure to the Ross River and the coastal waters of the Great Barrier Reef lagoon. These concrete water channels are often straight, featureless in terms of habitat and offer limited structure for aquatic fauna to seek shelter and to burrow, though aquatic habitat can be present, until at least maintenance clearing works occur for flood protection of surrounding housing and infrastructure. Even new urban development unfortunately includes this channelisation from previously natural flow paths (Fig. 3).

Freshwater crabs were collected at 11 selected locations in Townsville covering five natural sites and six urban (constructed creek habitat) sites during the four weeks of April 2013 (Fig. 2). Natural sites had mostly intact riparian vegetation, and a creek channel consisting of rocky and sandy loam material, although some evidence of bank undercutting was apparent. In the Townsville area, the natural creeks are known to seasonally dry completely and only refill after rainfall (Fig. 3). Conversely, the urban sites have permanent water due to their engineered basin, concrete linings and support aquatic vegetation, consisting of a combination of native (e.g. waterlily, Nymphaeaceae) and exotic aquatic (e.g. salvinia, Salvinia molesta; water hyacinth, Eichhornia crassipes) species. In several cases, the constructed urban sites were located downstream of natural sites (see Fig. 2). As part of a larger genetic study of freshwater crabs in northern Queensland, we had the opportunity to survey freshwater crabs at a second study area at Dingo Beach, 60km south of Bowen. At this site, we used the same four baited traps to survey a series of three waterholes over a 100m reach with the data pooled to a single natural site (site 6; Fig. 2b); each waterhole was small size (~ 10m length each) along a natural creek that drains to the coast, near the Dingo Beach township, 60km south of Bowen. Crab data for this site is included here as a further test for our hypothesis.

Results and discussion

There were little differences for the measured water quality variables between urban and natural sites (Table 1). Despite this outcome, the measurements were intended to provide a cursory understanding of the water quality conditions at the time of sampling among sites and between urban and natural habitats. Whether in fact differences in water quality conditions are causal in the measured absence of Austrothelphusa transversa at natural sites requires a more comprehensive examination of water quality, with samples also targeting diel and seasonal variations, including contaminants (heavy metals, organics, herbicides) which are known in coastal urban stormwaters (Birch and Taylor 1999; Waltham et al. 2011).

Overall, Austrothelphusa transversa was recorded only at sites located in natural creeks, well above the influence of urban development and engineered creek channels; the exception was site 5 (natural) where no individual was caught (Table 2). Where caught, total numbers were low (a few individuals only), in contrast to similar dry seasonal natural channels of inland central Queensland where greater (as many as 57 individuals in the same bait traps used here) numbers have been recorded (Waltham unpublished data). The exception was in the small ephemeral creek (site 4 natural) that flows through the campus of the James Cook University, Townsville, where six A. transversa were captured in a small pool prior to it drying out in May 2013. Although this creek has been subject to minor disturbance with student walkways and footbridges, the creek has retained most of its natural vegetation and channel sediments.

No Austrothelphusa transversa were trapped in engineered waterways immediately (~ 500m) downstream of natural creek sections (Sites 1 and 2). A thorough visual search of these downstream sites found no crab moult, and no evidence of burrows along channel reaches, under rocks, or along the upper creek banks. These urban creeks differ from the natural waterholes by holding permanent water, and are occupied year-round by fish and other crustaceans.

Table 1. Average (n=6; SE) surface (0.3m) water quality measurements using calibrated multiprobe (Qanta, Aqualab).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water quality variable</th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Urban</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>28.8 (0.65)</td>
<td>28.7 (0.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity (µS/cm)</td>
<td>548 (91.5)</td>
<td>731 (158.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolved oxygen (%)</td>
<td>63 (6.4)</td>
<td>73 (13.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>7.3 (0.12)</td>
<td>7.7 (0.29)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Crustacean and fish species, total abundance and species richness captured in natural creek and urban sites. Hydrology, \(E\) = ephemeral creek, \(P\) = permanent water; \(IE\) = introduced exotic species; \(T\) = translocated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Natural creek</th>
<th>Urban creek</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Longitude</td>
<td>146.753</td>
<td>146.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrology</td>
<td>E E E</td>
<td>E E E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common name</th>
<th>Latin name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inland freshwater crab (\textit{Austrothelphuso transversa})</td>
<td>2 2 1 6 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River swimming Crab (\textit{Varuna litterata})</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freshwater prawn (\textit{Macrobrachium sp.})</td>
<td>2 4 6 4 9 65 8 6 10 4 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-claw crayfish (\textit{Cherax quadricarinatus}) ((T))</td>
<td>2 4 6 3 4 5 2 2 4 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long finned eel (\textit{Anguila reinhardtii})</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black catfish (\textit{Neosilurus ater})</td>
<td>2 4 12 5 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glassfish (\textit{Ambassisa sp.})</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple spotted gudgeon (\textit{Maguriculo odzepero})</td>
<td>2 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empire gudgeon (\textit{Hyphseleotris sp.})</td>
<td>3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosquito fish (\textit{Gambusa holbrooki}) ((IE))</td>
<td>3 4 9 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilapia (\textit{Oreochromis mossambicus}) ((IE))</td>
<td>1 2 63 4 6 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swordtail (\textit{Xiphophorus helleri}) ((IE))</td>
<td>2 3 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of species ((Fish\ and crustaceans))</td>
<td>3 4 4 5 4 4 3 6 4 4 6 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total catch</td>
<td>6 10 12 19 17 135 12 51 89 18 24 24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The absence of \textit{A. transversa} may be due to differences in some factors in the natural compared to engineered water sites. The most obvious differences include increased depth in artificial habitats and the substrate composition whereby crabs cannot burrow into concrete channels compared to natural sediment banks, changes in water flow characteristics and, poorer water quality in urban habitats, or perhaps an increased risk of fish, cane toad (\textit{Rhineurana marina}), bird, lizard and rat predation in urban channels (Waltham personal observations). It is also possible that \textit{A. transversa} requires a period of drying and estivation as part of its lifecycle, found only in ephemeral natural channels. These are all testable hypotheses that warrant further research.

Fish were a dominant feature of the catch at sites across both habitats (Table 2), particularly tilapia (\textit{Oreochromis mossambicus}), eastern rainbowfish (\textit{Melanotaenia splendida}), and empire gudgeon (\textit{Hyphseleotris sp.}). There are some major differences (e.g., mouth almighty; \textit{Glossamia aprion}, barred grunter; \textit{Amniataba perciodes}, black catfish; \textit{Neosilurus ater}, and tilapia; \textit{O. mossambicus} – all predators) which were more predominant in constructed creeks; though a single natural site recorded \textit{O. mossambicus}. Two crustacean species, a freshwater prawn (\textit{Macrobrachium sp.}) and the red claw crayfish (\textit{Cherax quadricarinatus}) were also caught. However, this list is not complete as baited traps will only catch a subset of the species present (opening of traps is 5cm stretched). A full inventory would require additional survey methods such as seine/cast nets, and electrofishing, and longer term temporal sampling. The use of underwater cameras may also be a useful non-invasive survey tool (Ebner and Morgan 2013). Such a detailed assessment of the entire faunal assemblage would offer insights into interactions between freshwater crabs, fish, and other crustacean species, and would no doubt help to determine whether predation pressure is an important reason for the absence of crabs. Predation selectivity has been previously examined using tilapia (\textit{O. mossambicus}) in controlled laboratory tank trials (Doupe et al. 2009). In that study, the authors concluded that \textit{O. mossambicus} showed aggression towards many fish species when introduced into tanks and the conclusions were that the presence of invasive species...
has the potential to outcompete local fish species. Given the presence of *O. mossambicus* in most engineered water basins, a similar interaction may also be restricting local freshwater crab distribution. *O. mossambicus* was caught at a single natural creek site, which was the only natural site where *Austrothelphusa transversa* was absent, again, supporting the predation model.

At the Dingo Beach site (Fig. 2b) a coastal grapsoid crab, *Varuna litterata*, was caught in the same waterhole as *Austrothelphusa transversa*. *Varuna litterata* is widespread throughout the Indo-West Pacific (Davie 2002), and is found around subtropical and tropical Australia at least as far south as Brisbane on the east coast. As an adult, it lives in coastal flowing freshwater creeks and water bodies, however, marine larval development is still necessary, with the megalopal stage re-entering estuaries and migrating upstream on an annual basis (see Ryan and Choy 1988).

Although relatively uncommonly collected, this may be
due to its shy and environmentally cryptic nature, so there are no good assessments of its true abundance in tropical creek systems in Australia. However, its persistence across such a wide geographic range suggests that there must be a sufficiently large population available to ensure the species is sustained wherever it occurs (i.e. R strategies). At least one mass recruitment event has been observed in the Adelaide River in the Northern Territory (Davie unpublished). While only a single individual was recorded at the Dingo Beach site, it was caught along with 35 A. transversa individuals in a single bait trap. While V. littorata megalopae are able to emerge from the water for short periods to swim over minor barriers such as weirs, significant barriers to migration, such as road crossings or complex stormwater networks, could impede migration and survival. This single individual may have been an adult as this species is generally found near the sea (e.g., mangrove creeks) and juveniles are found further upstream (Davie personal observations). While V. littorata is more herbivorous/algivorous, though will consume animal material (Devi et al. 2013), A. transversa seems to be more generalist (Waltham personal observations). While this seems to be the first study to record both these species together at the same site, it is possible that both species can easily co-exist, utilising different microhabitats.

Fundamental to successful urban planning is data on the ecological community, habitat requirements and life cycles of the fauna to be affected by any new proposed land development. In many places the coastal catchment is now a multi-use environment consisting of residential, rural, industrial, recreational, water supply, conservation, biodiversity and natural amenity (Lee et al. 2006; Grimm et al. 2008; Waltham and Connolly 2013). Such fabricated landscapes lead to a mix of land uses that are generally constructed independent of each other, and thus do not adequately take into account an outcome of habitat connectivity or specific requirements for local aquatic (Waltham and Sheaves In review). Restoration and repair efforts are underway in many places, in an attempt to build a continuum of habitat connectivity between freshwater and coastal marine areas (Brooks and Lake 2007). Though success in species protection requires data on the lifecycle and habitat requirement dependencies (Harris and Heathwaite 2012), though such data is not yet available for freshwater crabs in Australia.

In terrestrial ecosystems, major negative consequences exist from urbanisation (Hodgkinson et al. 2007; Kazemi et al. 2011). The most widely reported is species homogenisation, which occurs as a result of the loss of native flora and fauna, and the gain of non-native species (e.g., exotic gardens), or a community that is similar to the next region: “the anthropogenic blender effect” (senia stricto Olden 2006). For Townsville, a major concern of continued urban development is increased delivery of pollutants, such as nutrients, sediments, heavy metals and pesticides to downstream estuaries and the Great Barrier Reef Lagoon (Brodie et al. 2011). While treatment of urban stormwater is important for the overall conservation and protection of the Great Barrier Reef, designs to treat stormwater (e.g., urban water sensitive design; Healthy Waterways Strategy 2007) are not typically able to also achieve habitat requirements of local freshwater fauna species at all life stages. Urban stormwater management systems are designed either for achieving water quality outcomes, or biodiversity outcomes, but not both (Healthy Waterways Strategy 2007). Expansion of Townsville over the next few decades is projected to include major new engineered infrastructure such as roadways, car parks, industrial areas, recreational parks and sporting fields, along with residential urban development (Oun and Manning 2010). Whether this coastal squeeze on available freshwater habitat extends more broadly to other north Queensland City centres (e.g., Cairns, Bowen, Mackay, Rockhampton) is unknown (but probably likely). Balancing urban planning designs with conservation and species protection outcomes will be challenging and requires a partnership arrangement among industry, community, government and scientists.
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